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Some results of Tachikawa [20] communicated privately, led the author 
to introduce in [4] the notion of dominant modules, which play a vital role 
in Rutter [17] and Kato [4,6,7] developing results of Storrer [18], Tachikawa 
[20], Morita [9], and Morita-Tachikawa [l l] without restrictive hypotheses 
on the ring (usually supposed to be perfect or semiprimary). 
Let R and S be rings and +G’ the category of all left S-modules. A right 
R-module PR is called dominant if PR is faithful finitely generated projective 
and ,P is lower distinguished with S = end(P,). Concerning dominant 
modules, the following results are known: 
(1) A faithful finitely generated projective module PR is dominant if 
and only if the functors rhom(,P*, ) and ,hom(,P, ) induce an equivalence 
-W%R>> - 4, 
where S = end(P,), RP*s = .hom(P, , R& , E(,R) the injective hull of 
RR and S(E(,R)) the category of all modules R V with E(,R)-dom dim s V 2 2 
(Kato [4]). 
(2) The bicommutator of a dominant right R-module is the maximal left 
quotient ring of R (Kato [5]). 
(3) If  PR is dominant, then PR is injective if and only if E(R,) is 
torsionless (Onodera [12] and Kato [6]). 
(4) A finitely generated projective right R-module is dominant if and 
only if its trace ideal is a minimal dense left ideal of R (Rutter [17]). 
The purpose of the present paper is to establish two structure theorems 
for dominant modules. The first structure theorem sheds light on the structure 
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of the ring R itself as well as dominant R-modules. The second structure 
theorem is useful to construct dominant modules. 
The theory of U-distinguished modules developed in Kato [8] has contri- 
buted to the proof of the first structure theorem. Thus, Section 1 is devoted 
to relevant results concerning U-distinguished modules, most of which are 
quoted from [8]. 
We establish the first structure theorem in Section 2 and the second one in 
Section 3. The final section exhibits examples illustrating the results of the 
present paper. 
Throughout this paper, each ring will have identity and each module will 
be unital. R and S will denote rings and J the Jacobson radical of R. RX will 
signify the fact that X is a left R-module and I&X) its injective hull. Module- 
homomorphisms will be written opposite the scalars. 
1. U-DISTINGUISHED MODULES 
Unless otherwise stated, throughout this paper, sU will denote a left 
R-module, S will denote the endomorphism ring of si!J 
S = end(,U), 
s U*, will denote the dual of s U 
su*R = &dRU, RR)R . 
A module R V is called U-distinguished if, for each nonzero homomorphism 
h: Rx+ RV there exists a homomorphism g: R U-t sX such that gh: 
RU-+R V is nonzero. A module is V-torsionless if it is embeddable into a 
direct product of copies of s V. Let 9(s U) (respectively a(, V)) denote the 
class consisting of all U-distinguished (V-torsionless) modules. Following 
Azumaya [l], we call a module ,P lower distinguished if it contains a copy 
of each simple left S-module. 
LEMMA 1. (1) RR is U-distinguished if and only if U*, is faithful. 
(2) If  {Mi ) i ~31 is a complete set of (not necessarily nonisomorphic) 
simple factors (often called “factor modules”) of a jinitely generated projective 
module RU, then 
(3) If  RV contains a copy of each simple factor of a finitely generated 
projective module R U, then shom(, U, R V) is lower distinguished. 
STRUCTURE OF DOMINANT MODULES 
Proof. See Kato [8]. 
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LEMMA 2. If lJ*, is faithful and if sU* is lower distinguished, then 
%U) = @w(,R)). 
Proof. Since lJ*, is faithful, 
RR 6 %J) 
by Lemma 1. This leads to 
W%RN C % 4 
for .5&U) is closed under taking submodules, extensions, direct products, 
and injective hulls ([8, Theorem 11). T o s ow the reverse inclusion, let h 
H = shom(RU, ), 
H* = .hom(,U*, ), 
be two covariant functors. Since RR is U-distinguished, 
H*b%U*N = H*UWWW = ff*(W%W)) = &R), 
according to [8, Theorem 3 and Lemma 41. Now let RV E Lo. Then 
RV G H*H(d’>, 
fW’) G n -%u*>, 
by [8, Lemma 31 and by the fact that E&U*) is a cogenerator (Osofsky [14, 
Lemma 11). Thus 
RVIG H*H(iJ)G H* (IT E(sU*)) = n H*(E(,U*)) w n E(,R), 
concluding that 
=% u) C ‘TW9 
Remark 1. Let sU*, be as in Lemma 2. Then the functors H = 
shom(,U, ) and H* = .hom(,U*, ) induce an equivalence 
according to [8]. Now let Q = end(,U*) be the endomorphism ring of sU*. 
ThenQ = end(,U*) = H*H(,R) is a rational extension of RR ([8, Lemma 21) 
and kQ E 9(&&R)) by th e above equivalence. Thus, Q is the maximal left 
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quotient ring of R. Since RQ is a generator in 9(&R)), so is H(RQ) = 
HH*H(,R) SW slJ* in +%‘, for H: 3’(E(RR)) + &k’ is the equivalence. Thus, 
U*, is dominant, and so U*, is of type FP and S = end(, U) = end( U*,) 
(Morita [IO, Th eorem 1.11 and Kato [6, Theorem 21). 
2. THE FIRST STRUCTURE THEOREM 
We called in [4] a faithful finitely generated projective module PR dominant 
if ,P is lower distinguished with S = end(P,J the endomorphism ring 
of PR . (RU, RR) will be called a pair in case each simple factor of RU is 
isomorphic to a left ideal of R and each simple left ideal of R is isomorphic 
to a factor of .U (cf. Fuller [2], Onodera [13]). 
We are now in a position to establish the first structure theorem in which 
the condition (1) seems interesting (cf. Rutter [17], where he has shown that 
a faithful finitely generated projective module PR is dominant if and only if 
each simple factor of RP* is isomorphic to a left ideal of R. He has, however, 
failed to notice the condition (1) on the ring R itself (cf. Example 3 in 
Section 4). 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring satisfying: 
(1) Each nonzero left ideal of R contains a left ideal with a simple factor 
isomorphic to a left ideal of R. 
(2) R has a jkitely generated projective module RU such that (,U, RR) 
is a pair. 
Then U*, is dominant. Conversely, if PR is dominant, then R satisjes the 
conditions (1) and (2) with U*, m PR . 
Proof. The conditions (1) and (2) imply 
ho+U, A) f  0, 
for each nonzero left ideal L of R, so RR is U-distinguished, since RU is 
projective; hence, U*, is faithful by Lemma 1. Since RR contains a copy 
of each simple factor of RU, sU* = shom(,U, RR) is lower distinguished 
with S = end(,U) = end(U*,) by Lemma 1. Thus, U*, is dominant since 
it is finitely generated projective. 
Conversely, let PR be dominant and R U = RP* the dual of PR . Then R U is 
finitely generated projective, U*, = P**R = PR is faithful and sU* = ,P is 
lower distinguished with S = end(,U) = end(,P*) = end(P,), so by 
Lemma 2 
%U) = ‘+V(,W 
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From this equality it follows that each simple factor of s U is E(,R)-torsionless, 
or equivalently, isomorphic to a left ideal of R, since it is U-distinguished by 
Lemma 1, and that each simple left ideal of R is an image of sU, for it is 
(E(,R)-torsionless, hence) U-distinguished. Thus, (s U, RR) is a pair. Now 
let RL be a nonzero left ideal of R. Then it is U-distinguished by the above 
equality, so 
ho&J, &) # 0. 
Thus, RL contains a nonzero image of RU that has also a simple factor 
isomorphic to that of a U, or equivalently, since (s U, RR) is a pair as is shown 
above, to a left ideal of R. Thus, R satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) with 
U”, = P**R B PR . 
Remark 2. In the preceding theorem, the condition (1) may be replaced 
with the following condition (1’): 
(1’) The injective hull of the left socle of R is faithful. 
In fact, let R be a ring satisfying (1’) and (2), RU as in (2), and sV the 
injective hull of the left socle of R. Then 
by Lemma 1 combined with the fact that (RU, RR) is a pair. Thus, RR is 
U-distinguished since sV is faithful (o RR E %‘(RV)), so U*, is faithful by 
Lemma 1. Conversely, let PR be dominant, s U = RP* and s V as above. Then 
by the preceding arguments, concluding that sV is faithful. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a ring satisfying: 
(1) Each nonzero left ideal of R contains a left ideal with a simple factor 
isomorphic to a left ideal of R. 
(2’) R contains idempotents e, ,..., e, such that {Rei/ Jei 1 1 < i < n} is 
a complete set (up to isomorphism) of simple left ideals of R. 
Then e,R @ *.* @ e,R is a dominant right R-module whose endomorphism 
ring is semiperfect. Conversely, if PR is a dominant module with end(P,) semi- 
perfect, then R satisfies (1) and (2’) with e,R @ .a* @ e,R M PR . 
Proof. Let s U = lie, @ .a. @ Re, . Then s U is a finitely generated 
projective module such that (RU, RR) is a pair by (2’). Hence, FR = 
e,R @ *** @ e,R is a dominant module (by Theorem 1) whose endomorphism 
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ring is semiperfect. Conversely, let PR be a dominant module with end(P,) 
semiperfect. Then there exist idempotents e, ,..., e, of R such that 
.U=RP*~Re,@‘..@Re,, with Re,] Jei simple, 
since R U is finitely generated projective and end(, U) = end(,P*) = end(P,) 
is a semiperfect ring. Thus, {Red/ Jei 1 1 < i < n} is a complete set (up to 
isomorphism) of simple factors of IIU, or equivalently, since (RU, RR) is a 
pair, of simple left ideals of R. Thus, R satisfies (I), of course, and (2’) with 
e,R @ 1,. @e,R w PR. 
Remark 3. Examples 3 and 4 in the final section show that the above 
conditions (1) (or (1’)) and (2) (or (2’)) are independent. 
3. THE SECOND STRUCTURE THEOREM 
Let us establish the second structure theorem, which is closely related 
to Kato [7] (cf. Ringel and Tachikawa [15]). 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a ring, ,S @ ,V a lower distinguished module, 
T = end(,V), TV*s = Thom(,V, sS), , 
Let R be a subring of the ring Q containing 1 and P. Then PR = f  R is dominant. 
Conversely, any dominant right R-module of the form f  R (f = f  2 E R) is just 
obtained in this manner. Moreover, Q is the maximal left quotient ring of R. 
Proof. P = fQ >_ f R If P = P. Thus, PR = f  R is finitely generated 
projective and, as is easily seen, faithful. Since ,S @ sV is lower distinguished, 
so is ,P. Thus, PR is dominant, for S = end(P,). Conversely, let fR, 
(f = f  2 E R) be a dominant right R-module, Q = end(fRtf R), and e = 1 -f. 
Let S = f  Rf and sV = ZRlrf Re. Then ,S 0 ,V = fRf f  R is lower distin- 
guished, for fR, is a dominant module with end(fR,) = fRf. One easily 
verifies that T = end(,V) = eQe, and =V*, = eQeeQffRf . Now define a map 
cp:R+ ( fRf fRe eQf eQe 1 
via 
for Y  E R. 
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Since e and f are orthogonal idempotents whose sum is 1, q~ is then a ring- 
monomorphism and p(R) contains 
dl) = 1 and q(fR) = cfff fr). 
Finally, since Q = end(,P) is the bicommutator of the dominant module PR , 
Q is the maximal left quotient ring of R (Kato [5, Corollary 51). 
4. EXAMPLES 
Following Thrall [21] and J ans [3], we call a module minimal faithful if 
it is faithful and is a direct summand of each faithful module. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Rutter [16, 171 and Kato [7]). A minimal faithful right 
R-module is a dominant module whose endomorphism ring is semiperfect. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 2 be the ring of integers, V = @,2/&Z, where p runs 
through each prime p, 
R=(o” ;), I=(; I), f=(:, ;)y 
z v P=. o’ ( ) Mp=(“, Zy), u=(g i). 
Then 
(1) R (with J ace b son radical J) has a dominant right ideal PR = f R 
whose endomorphism ring is Z. 
(2) {M,}, is the infinite set of all (nonisomorphic) simple left ideals 
of R, none of which is of the form Re/Je for any e = e2 E R. 
(3) R contains a left ideal RU = RP* with zero socle. 
EXA~~~PLE 3. Let F = Z/p.Z, p a prime number, 
Then 
(1) L, a left ideal of R, contains no left ideal with a simple factor 
isomorphic to a left ideal of R. 
(1’) RV, the injective hull of the left socle W of R, is unfaithful. 
(2’) (Rf} is a complete set (up to isomorphism) of simple left ideals 
of R (and yet fRR is not dominant). 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let R be an infinite direct product of fields. Then 
(1) Each nonzero ideal of R has a nonzero socle, whereas 
(2) R has no finitely generated projective module R U such that (R U, RR) 
is a pair. 
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